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Abstract: 

Statistical models are simplification of reality; we rarely expect the model to be exactly true. 
Nevertheless, when we select a statistical technique and a perform statistical inference, we 
often act as if the model is true. This is often justified by claiming that "small" deviations 
from the model cause only "small" deviations from the theoretical properties of the selected 
inferential techniques or cause only minor changes in the results produced by the inference. 
U nfortunately, th is argument need not be trlle. In some appl ications apparently small 
changes in a model. a 11l0del asslImption, or a data point, can have very large effects on the 

results. For this reason, statistical analysis is viewed in this paper as a cyclical process. 
Such a process takes inputs and produces outputs in an iterative or cyclical way; a way in 
which the outputs can be used to diagnose, validate, criticise, and possibly alter the inputs. 
We also describe a general framework, referred to as the sensitivity function, for assessing 
the sensitivity of the outpllts to small changes in the input at a given cycle of the statistical 
process. We give several examples from variolls areas in statistics illustrating the general 

applicability of the sensitivity fUl1ction and show how and where the sensitivity function fits 
into the statistical cycle. Some applicatiol1s of the sensitivity function lead to known 
statistical techniqlles. while other applications produce new ones. 
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1. Introduction 

A statistieal analysis is viewed here as a process whieh takes inputs and produces outputs in 

an iterative and eyelieal way; a way in whieh the outputs can be used to diagnose, validate, 

eritieise, and possibly alter the inputs. Figure 1, whieh is adapted from Box (1979, 1980), 

illustrates this eyelieal process. The typieal inputs in a statistical process inelude: (a) the 

subjeet matter theories or hypotheses, (b) the chosen modeles), (e) the data (obtained, e.g., 

from a survey or from a designed experiment), and (d) the selected statistical technique(s). 

The selected statistieal techniques also require eertain assumptions whieh we refer to as 

auxiliary assumptions, since they are made only for the convenienee of the statistician. 

Typieal outputs of the statistieal process include estimated parameters, confidence regions, 

test statisties, etc. 

The objeetives of this paper are: (a) to describe the statistieal proeess and emphasize its 

iterative nature (Seetion 2), (b) to describe a !!eneral framework, referred to as the 

sensitivity funetion, fol' assessing the sensitivity of the outputs to small changes in the input 

of a given statistieal process (Seetion 3), and (e) to give several examples from various 

areas in statisties illllstl'ating the general applicability of the sensitivity funetion and show 

how and where the sensitivity funetion fits into the statistical cycle (Section 4). We shall 

see that some applications of the sensitivity funetion lead to known statistical techniques, yet 

other applieations produce new ones. A sllmmary and coneluding remarks are given in 

Seetion 6. 

2. The Iterative Nature of the Statistical Process 

A more detailed deseription of the statistieal eycle of Figure 1 is glven in Figure 2. 

Typieally, we start a statistieal analysis with a population consisting of N (possibly 

unknown and/or infinite) elements. Ideally, the population ought to be well-defined, but 

well-defined populations are sometimes hard to come by. To obtain information about 

sorne unknown charaeteristies (e.g., parameters) of the population, we collect a sample of 

size n elements. The sample size may or may not be determined in advanee. Also, a 

sampling procedure or design has to be ehosen. Ideally, the sampling procedure should 

ensure: (a) that the sample be a representative of the population, (b) that all sample elements 

be drawn from the same population, and (e) that the sample elements be independently 

drawn. The last two eonditions. which are referred 10 as independently and identically 

distributed samples, are required by 1110st of the commonly used statistical techniques, chief 

among them is the 111axil1111111likelihood l11ethod. 
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Particular characteristics of the sample are then measured using sorne instruments or 

measurement devices (e.g., questionaires, balances, laser, etc.). The resultant 

measurements constitute the data. Aside from possibly having sorne prior information 

about the population and/or the parameters, all the empirical information we have about the 

population are contained in the data. In that sense, the data are the most important 

component of a statistical analysis. 

Most, if not all, statistical techniques are based on the premise that all data points 

(observations) play an equal role in determining the results. Unfortunately, this is seIdom 

the case in practice. In sorne applications one or few data points can have a substantiaI 

influence on determining the results of an analysis. An extensive discussion concerning 

influential data points in linear regression has been in existence for a long time, see for 

example, Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch (] 980), Cook and Weisberg (1982), Atkinson (1985), 

and Chatterjee and Hadi (1988). In addition to these books, a large amount of research 

papers have been published. On the other hand, few reslllts about influential data points in 

fields other than linear regression analysis have been published. Pregibon (1981) and 

Chatterjee and Hadi (1988, Chapter 8) treat the analysis of generalized linear models. An 

excellent review of diagnostics for the generalized linear models and extensions to more 

general models are given by Davison and Tsai (] 992). 

A model can be thought of as a description of the mechanism that generated the data. 

Ideally, the model is fomlUlated based on: 

(a) our knowledge of the sllbject matter theories or hypotheses, 

(b) the availability of prior information, for example, if a prior distribution for the 

parameters is given, Bayesian models may be chosen, 

(c) known characteristics of the sample selection procedllre, for example, one sample 

selection procedure may produce independent elements while another may produce 

dependent elements (e.g., neighboring pixels in a satellite image are supposed lO be 

dependent), 

(d) the way the measurement were taken., for example, a person 's height may be measured 

by a tape (yielding a conceptually continuous data) or by simply classifying the person 

into one out of predetemlined height cJasses. These two methods of measuring height 

may lead lO different models (e.g., nomlal for the fomler and probit for the latter). 

The model we use is, however, in many respects a simplified representation of reality; 

we rarely expect the model to be exactly true. Nevertheless, when selecting a technique for 

statistical inference, and when perfomling the inference, we often act as if the model is true. 

This is often justified by claiming that "small" deviations from the model cause only "small" 

deviations from the theoretical propenies of the selected inferential techniques or cause only 
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minor changes in the results produced by the inference engine. Unfonunately, this 

argument need nOI be true. In sorne applications an apparenlly smaIl deviation from the 

mooel can have very large effecls on lhe results. 

We next choose the slatistical technique lhal is appropriate for the analysis. This 

choice, which may depend on lhe type of dala and/or lhe form of the model, is guided by 

the principIes of slalistical inference (e.g., unbiasdness, minimum variance, consistency, 

efficiency, sufficiency. etc.). 

Most, if nOI alI, statistical techniques require sorne auxiliary assumptions (e.g., 

norma lit y, independence. constant-variance, etc.). The effects of a misspecified model or 

an invalid assumption are again rather weIl known in the case of linear regression (many 

results appear in standard text books) but only few results are published for other models. 

An important exception here is the field of robust statistics (see e.g. Huber, 1981 and 

Hampel et al., 1986) which can be said to have emerged from the problem of erroneous 

distributional assumplions. 

Thus, the subjecl maller lheories, the prior information, the formulated model, the 

measured data. the seJecled statislicaJ techniques. and the associated assumptions constitute 

the initial input to the slalislicaJ process. 

It can easily be seen that countless number of errors can creep into the statistical 

analysis at various stages of the process. The following is by no means an exhaustive list 

of such possibJe errors: 

• The popuJalion \Vas vaguely defined ando as a result, some elements of the sample 

(possibJy unknown in number and in idenlit)') were drawn from popuJations different 

from the targel popuJalion. This type of error is usually referred to as a contamination 

error. 

• Numerous errors can occur as a result of a badly designed experiment or a questionaire 

(e.g., too many or too vague questions, questions leading to response and/or non

response biases, incorrecl answer due to interviewer bias, the experiment was designed 

based on the wrong J11odeJ, elc.) 

• The instruments by which \Ve measure the characteristics of the elements are imprecise 

causing what are referred to as measurement errors. 

• Sorne data values were incorrectly coded/decoded at the source and/or incorrectJy entered 

into the computer (e.g., misplacing a decimal point or transposing two digits). 

• Because OUT knowledge of the subject matter is limiled, vague, or inaccurate, an incorrect 

mooel can initially be chosen. 

• Sorne of the auxiliary assul11ptions do nOI hold (e.g., the dala are not independent, not 

normally distribuled, not symmetric, nOI continuous, etc.). 
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• The statistical technique is chosen based on optimal statistical properties. These 

propenies are usually contingent on the correct choice of the model and on the validity of 

the assumptions. These optimal properties may be lost if an incorrect model or an 

incorrect assumption has been originally chosen. 

Obviously, some of these errors are inherent characteristics of the statistical process. 

In that sense, statistical process is a stochastic process. Nevertheless, care has to be taken 

so as to minimize the number and magnitude of these errors throughout the statistical 

process. 

We can now en ter the data into the compllter (hopefully without errors) and choose 

our favorite statistical package or write Ollr own programs to calculate some preliminary 

results. The results can take many forms such as numerical summaries, tables, charts, 

graphs, etc. Before one cOllld make any conclusions about the characteristics of the 

population under study. one must first use the preliminar)' results to validate, criticise, and 

diagnose problems with the variolls inputs of the process. Here where sensitivity analysis 

plays its major role. At this stage in the process, one cOllld check the sensitivity of the 

obtained reslllts to small changes in the inputs. Several "what-if?" type of questions could 

be asked. For example: 

• Given the uncertainty abollt the for111 of the model, are the results sensitive to small 

changes in model specifications? 

• Given the unc:enainty surrollnding the model, do we obtain different results if we try 

different statistical techniques (e.g., lIsing maximum likelihood or least absolute 

deviations instead of least sqllares)? For example. it would not be clear how to estimate 

the center of the distribution of a llnivariate data when lhe distributional form is unknown 

and where the mean (the least squares estimate) and lhe median (the least absolute 

deviations estimate) are substantially different from each other. 

• Are the asslImptions required by the statistical technique valid? What are the effects on 

the results if some of these assllmptions are invalid? 

• Does the data set appear to be homogeneolls or does it contain unexpected clusters or 

exhibit unexpected patterns and structure? 

• Do the data contain outliers and/or influential observations? If so, these observations 

must be examined thoroughly before a decision can be made as 10 what to do with them. 

• Does the proposed model adequately fit lhe data? If not, what can be done about it? For 

example, should we transform the data 10 conform with the model or should we search 

the subject matter knowledge for an alternative form of the model? 
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This motivates the introduction of variolls methods for assessing the sensitivity of the 

results caused by a questionable model, a qllestionable assumption, or a questionable data 

point. These aspects, however, have been often treated separately in the statistical literature. 

Often the sensitivity of parameter estimates are considered, but also vallles of other statistics 

appear, e.g. estimators variances and various goodness-of-fit statistics. Furthermore, the 

effects are considered either asymptotically or in finite samples. For each combination of 

statistic, aspect under consideration, and sample size, several measures for assessing 

sensitivity can be defined. This gives a mllltitllde of possibilities for analyzing effects of a 

questionable model, a questionable assumption, or a qllestionable data point. Many of the 

proposed measures show, however, a similar structllre. One purpose of this paper is to 

describe a structure to which many sensitivity measures apply. This structure is presented 

in Section 3 and applied to several areas of statistics in Section 4. 

The results of the sensitivity analysis can then be lIsed to modify any or all of the 

inputs, for example: 

• an auxiliary ass1l11lplion may be relaxed or replaced. 

• the subject maller lheories. hence lhe Illodel. Illay be modified. 

• a modification of the Jl10del or a relaxation of an assulllplion may lead to the selection of a 

different statistical technique, 

• erroneous data points can be corrected, the data may be tran sformed , outliers may be 

down-weighted or discarded. etc.. 

• the sample size may be too small, the sample may prove to be inadeqllate or not 

representative of lhe populatíon, the queslionaire needs ro be redesigned, etc., and 

• the population may llave to be redefined (e.g., il may be easier to deal with two 

homogeneous sub-poplIlations rather than dealing with one population containing two 

distinctive grOllpS). 

Several iterations may be needed before one arrives at results which are insensitive to 

a1l questionable input items. Then, and only then, one should compute various statistics of 

interest. These statistics can be used to describe the sample and to obtain the final results 

(e.g., estimated parameters, fitted model, variolls test statistics, etc.). These results can 

then be used for making appropriate inferences abollt the characteristics of the population 

under study. 

3. The Sensitivity Function 

Suppose that the model under stlldy, Mo, is embedded into a larger c1ass of models, M, so 

that M itself is a parametric model. Let dJ be a parameter that indexes the members of M 
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such that M O is obtained for l/> = O and M ep is an arbitrary member of M. Suppose 

further that T(M ep) is a statistic under consideration and P 7{M O) is a specified property of 

T under the model M o' CFor simplicity of notation, we write T(M ep) as T). Examples 

of the propenies of T that may be considered include: , 

• an observed value of T, 

• the population value of T, 

• the expected value of T, 

• the variance of T, 

• the sampling distribution of T, 

• the asymptotic distribution of T, 

• an empirical distriblltion of T, and 

• the likelihood evaluated at an observed vallle of T, 

The sensitivity of a specific propeny of T with respect to changes in l/> is obtained by 

comparing P re"'1 ¡p) and P T(M o), In the simplest cases where l/> is a scalar and 

P r(M ep) is finite dimensional, the difference pC l/» = P T(M (/J) - P r(M O) is usually 

considered. More generaIl)'. the comparison is made in terms of p(l/» = dCPr(M ¡p)' 

Pr(M o». where d(· . . ) is some slIitable fllnction. Ir. for example, Pr(M ep) is a 

distribution function. it is convenient to let d(·,·) be a metric defined on a space of 

probability distriblltions (examples include the Frechet, Levy, and Prohorov distances); or if 

Pr(M ep) is an observed vector-valued function of T, a suitable semi-norm of (Pr(M ep) -

PIMo» may be used. Some examples of de,·) are given in Section 4. 

With this definition, p(l/» is a measure of the change in Pr when l/> is changed. In 

order to describe the behaviour of PCl/» in a neighborhood of l/> = O, one may take a 

Taylor series expansion of P(l/» around l/> = 0, namely. 

pCl/» = pCO) + l/> p'(O) + l/>'2 p"(O)/2 + ... , (2.1 ) 

where the constant term p(O) is the vallle of p(l/» at M O' and p'(O) and p"(O) are the 

first and second derivatives of pCl/» with respect to l/> evaluated at l/> = O, respectively. 

Each term in the expansion contribute to the behaviour of pCl/» in the neighborhood of l/> 

= O, and hence to a description of the sensitivity of Pr to deviations in l/> from l/> = O. We 

now focus our attention on the first order term, called the sensitivity function in Nyquist 

(1992), which is defined by 

SF(M, T, P) = lim d(Pr(Mep)' P7{MO)} / l/>, 
ep~ O 

(2.2) 
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provided that the limit exists. Thus, the sensitivity function can be interpreted as the relative 

change in pO under a small change in f/J, i. e., it measures the local sensitivity of Pr' In 

many applications, terms of higher order can be neglected, but this has to be checked in 

each separate case. Provided that higher order terms in the expansion (2.1) can be 

neglected, large values of the sensitivity function indicate a large local sensitivity to changes 

in f/J, while values close to zero indicate only a smalllocal sensitivity. 

4. Sorne Applications of the Sensitivity Function 

In this section we give examples illustrating the applications of the sensitivity function in 

various areas of statistics. 

Example 4.1. Tlle ¡nfluence Funclion. This example shows that the influence 

function (HampeL 1968, 1974) is a special case of the sensitivity function. Suppose that 

Pr is the population value of a finite dimensional statistic T and that the model M cp' is 

represented by the cumulative distribution function, M cp = (1 - f/J)F + f/J 8z, where F is 

the distribution fllnction for the model M O and 8z is the distribution that assigns point 

mass 1 at the point z in the sample space. Representing the statistics as functionals, we 

have Pr(M cp) = T«(l - f/J)F + f/J 8 z )· With p(f/J) = Pr(M cp) - Pr(M O), the 

sensitivity function reduces ro 

SF(M, T, P) = lim {T«I - f/J)F + f/J8 7 ) - T(F)} / f/J 
(]J"-7Ü ~ 

= 1 F(F, T, z), 

where IF(F, T, z) is the inflllence function, a tool which is extensively used in robust 

statistics (see, e. g., Hllber (1981) and Hampel et al. (1986)). 

Example 4.2. Finite Sample Approximatiolls 01 lile ¡nfluence Flmction. We 

consider the same settings as in the Example 4.1, except that here we take P r(M cp) = t( f/J) 
to be the observed value of a finite dimensional statistic T with a weight 1 - f/J assigned to 

the ith observation and all other observations are assigned a unit weight. This means, e.g., 

that t(O) and t(1) are the observed values of T for the complete data and for the reduced 

data (when the ith observation has been removed), respectively. Selecting p(f/J) = t(f/J) 

- t(O), the application of the sensitivity fllnction approach allows assessing the effects of 

infinitesimal perturbations of the ith data point. Provided that the derivative exists, we 

obtain SF(M, T, t) = (O). In particular, n ((O) is the so called empirical influence 

function and -en - I )t'(f/J) for sorne f/J E (0, 1), equals the sample influence function, 
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(n - 1)(t(0) - t(1)). Hence, t'(O) describes local changes in t at the fitted model while 

t'(1) describes local changes in t after the ith observation has been removed. Thus, this 

example shows that the finite sample approximations of the influence function are special 

cases of the sensitivity function. 

Example 4.3. Elliptically Symmetric Distributiolls. Let X be an n x k matrix 

whose rows are drawn independently from an elliptically symmetric distribution F (e. g., 

multivariate normal distribution) with center 11 and finite scale L. Let xi be the transpose of 

the ith row of X. One statistic of interest here is the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) 
n 

of 11 which is given by the sample mean T = n -1 Ix i . 
i=l 

Suppose now that the distribution is perturbed by adding a distribution with mass at the 

point z and that the \veight <fJ is assigned to that distribution. Of interest is the assessment 

of the influence of Z on the asymptotic distriblltion of n-1/2T. Setting PT(M (/J) = F(<fJ), 

the influence of Z on this distribution can then be measured by d {F( <fJ), F(O)} for sorne 

appropriate distance d defined on a space of probability distributions. The associated 

sensitivity function can be \\Titten as 

SF(M, T, P) = lim ~ d(F(<fJ), F(O)). 
</J-'>oqy 

As an example, let us take d(·, .) to be the Frechet distance (Frechet 1957). 

(4.1) 

For two random variables W and \1 with distribution fllnctions G and H, the 

Frechet distance between G and H is defined by 

d(G, H) = ( min E 11 \1/ - \/ 11 2 ) 1/2, 
1\'. \. 

(4.2) 

where the minimization is taken over all random variables W and V having distributions 

G and H, respectively. Dowson and Landau (1982) show that, if G and H are 

elliptically symmetric, (4.2) can be written as 

d(G, H) = {llllw - Ilv 112 + tr[Lw + LV - 2 (Lw LV)1/2]} 1/2, (4.3) 

where IlH/, Ilv, LW, and Lv are the means and covariance matrices of the random 

variables W and \/, respectively. The square-root is taken to be the positive square-root.. 

When G and H in (4.3) are univariate, the Frechet distance takes the simple foml 

(4.4) 
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The Frechet distance between the two elliptically symmetric distributions lends itself to 

nice interpretations. The first term on the right-hand-side of (4.3) defines a metric on the 

space of alJ mean vectors of order k x 1 and the second term defines a metric on the space 

of all covariance matrices of order k x k. 

Now, in our case G and H are the asymptotic distributions of n- 1!2T when the 

sample is drawn from the perturbed and the unpenurbed elliptically syrnrnetric distributions, 

respectively. Thus, G = F(</J) is the normal distribution with mean vector ¡..¡.(</J) = (1 -

</J)¡"¡' + </Jz and covariance matrix L(</J) = (1 - </J)l + </J(z - ¡..¡.)(z - ¡..¡.) T, and H = F(O) 

is the normal distribution with mean vector ¡..¡.eO) = ¡..¡. and covariance matrix L(O) = L. 

Therefore, (4.3) becomes 

d(F(</J), F(O)) = {II (1 - </J)¡..¡. + </Jz _¡..¡.112 

+ tr[(1 -lP)l + lP(z -¡..¡.)(z - ¡..¡.)T + l] 

- 2 tr[«(1 -lP)l + lP(z -¡..¡.)(z _¡..¡.)T)l)l!2]} 1/2. (4.5) 

After some algebra, the first teml in (4.5) can be wri tten as lP 2 (z - ¡..¡.) T (z - ¡..¡.) and the last 

two terms as 

1/') -1 

{ }

2 

tr [(z -¡..¡.)(z _¡..¡.)T - l][(O-lP)l + lP(z -¡..¡.)(z _¡..¡.)T) - + ll/2 ] 

Substituting these in (4.1) and taking the limit, we obtain 

[ 
1 { . ') }]1/2 SF(M,T,P) = uTu+¡tr (uu1 _J\tJ\-1 , (4.6) 

where A and r are the matrices of eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of l, 

respectively, and u = rT(z -¡"¡'). In the univariate case, (4.6) reduces to 

[ ') J1
/
2 

SF(M, T, P) = (: - ~l)2 + (= - ~l)2 - (}2 t /4(}2 . 

Equation (4.6) combines two distinct measures of the effects of the observation z: the 

effect on the mean vector and the effect on the covariance matrix. It shows that these effects 

would be severe if (a) z is far from ¡..¡. and (b) z lies in the direction of any eigenvector 

associated with a small eigenvalue of l. In other words, íf the perturbatíon occurs far from 

the mean in a direction where the data are least variable. 

A finite sample version of this measure is obtained when ¡..¡. and l are replaced by 

appropriate (possibly robust) estimates (e.g., the minimum volume ellipsoid estimates of ¡..¡. 
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and L proposed by Rousseeuw and van Zomeren (1990) or the estimates proposed by Hadi 

(1992, 1994)). In this case, the A-/S are replaced by the eigenvalues of the estimated 

covariance matrix and Uj is replaced by the value on the jth principal component associated 

with an observation at z. 

Example 4.4. Estimatio1l of Bi1lomial Parameters. Let Xl, X2, ... , xk be k 

independent observations from a binomial random variable with parameters N and p. The 

problem of estimating N when p is also unknown has been considered by many authors; 

see, e.g., Olkin, Petkau, and Zidek (1981), Carroll and Lombard (1985), Casella (1986), 

and the references therein. It is well know that both the maximum likelihood and the 

methcxi of moments estimators of N can be very highly unstable particularly in cases where 

N is large and p is smal!. For example, the method of moments estimators are given by 

and 

where 

~ p 
p=-~ , 

N 

k 
{i = k- l ¿xi 

i= 1 
and 

Thus, if (;2 > {i, then Ñ < O, which is unrealistic. If (;2 < {i, then Ñ will be unstable 

when {i is close to (;2. This case is likely to appear when p is small and N is large. 

Suppose now that we wish to study the influence of an observation Xj on the stability 

of the estimate N. We define 

N(l/J) = ~ [{i(l/J~l: . 
Jl (l/J) - (3- (l/J ) 

where 

{i(l/J) = (k-l/J)-I[O-l/J)Xj + .¿Xi] 
1 ;te./ 

and 

are the estimate of Jl = Np and (32 = Np (l - p) when the weight (1 - l/J) is assigned 
~ ~ 

to observation Xi' respectively. With pC l/J) = N (l/J) - N, straightforward calculations 

yield 
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SF(M, r, P) = SF(xj' in 

2{l SF(x j;{l )(Jl - 6-2 ) - {l2[SF(x j ;{l) - SF(x j; 6-2 )] 
=------~------------~~~------~-----

({l - 6-2 )2 

(2p -l)SF(x j;{l) - SF(Xj;6-2 ) 
= ---------;;.........~ ')::----_....:.....---

p-

where SF(x j;{l) = ({l- x j )2 / k and SF(x j; 6-2 ) = [6-2 - ({l- x j)2] / k are the sensitivity 

functions for {l and 6-2 , respectively. Note here that SF(x j;{l) reflects the fact that an 

estimate of J.l. will increase when an observation less than {l is downweighted, and 

decrease when an observation larger than {l is downweighted. Similarly, an estimate of 

a2 will decrease if an observation far from the mean is downweighted, and increase if an 

observation close to the mean is downweighted. We also note that the effects on {l and 6- 2 

are reduced when the sample size k increases. 

Example 4.5. Tests of Hypotheses. This example shows that an application of the 

sensitivity function, for assessing the effect of an additional parameter, yields the score 

(Lagrange multiplier) test. Suppose that a vector of random variables Y has probability 

density function f(y: e), where the p x l parameter vector e can be partitioned as e = 

(\j/f, Q T) T and <1> has dimension q ~ p, so that the log likelihood function is l(\jI, Q) = log 

f(y; e). Suppose fllrther that the information matrix exists and has an inverse partitioned 

as 

The model M O under consideration is obtained by restricting the parameter vector to e = 
(\jIT,OT)T. To assess the local sensitivity of the log likelihood when f/J is perturbed around 

f/J = 0, we take p(Q) = Pr(M~) - Pr(M o), where Pr(M~) = sup l(\jI, Q) = l(\V~, Q) 

'" is the marginal likelihood under the model M~, Q being fixed, and \V~ is the maximum 

likelihood estimate of \ji under M~. The definition of the sensitivity function and an 

application of the chain rule yield 

d\jl ~ ~ 

[ ]

T 

SF = - ~ . U\jI(\jIO, O) + Uq/\jIO, O), 
dQ ('t' o, Ü) 
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where U\jI= dl(\jI, <1» / d\jl and U<1> = dl(\jI, <1» / d<1> are the efficient scores. By definition, 

U\jI(\Vo, O) = O so that SF = U <1> (\Vo, O). Since SF is a q x 1 vector, it is useful to 

consider a semi-noml such as 11 SF 11
2 = SFT 1\1 SF, which is determined by a symmetric, 

positive (semi-) definite q x q matrix M. A convenient norm in this case is obtained by 

letting M = i~~, thus yielding 

which is recognized as the test statistic used in the score test (also known as the Lagrange 

multiplier test) for testing the hypothesis Ho: <1> = O. We therefore conclude that S has an 

asymptotic X2 distribution with q degrees of freedom under Ho. 

It is interesting to note here the differences among the score test, the Wald test, and the 

likelihood ratio test. all are testing the hypothesis Ho: <1> = O. The three tests are iIlustrated 
" graphicaIly in Figure 3. Since SF is the derivative of 1('1/<1>, <1» at <1> = O, then the score test 

is the norrned version of this derivative. On the other hand, the likelihood ratio test, 

-10 

A 

-20 
1(\jt~~,1» 

/ - - - --

~ -30 
"$-

A '¿; ..... 
-40 ') 

-50 SF = derivative 
Q =SF1¡-::-!SF 

<1><1> w=~T¡-=-l~ 1> 
<1><1> 

-60 " 
1'\. 

-0.5 O 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Figure 3. A graphical iIlustration of the core, the Wald, and the likelihood ratio tests. 

The score test, Q, is a nomled version ofSF which is the derivative of 1('Ít<1> ,<1» at <1> = O. 

The Wald test, W, is a nOI1l1ed version of the MLE, <1>, which is the horizontal distance 

between O and ~. The likelihood ratio test, A, is twice the vertical distance between 

1('Ít$'~) and 1('Íto,O). 
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/'-

A = 2 (/(\if(p, <1» -/(\¡Io, O)), 

/'- /'-

is twice the difference (the vertical distance) between I<\if(p, <1» and 1("'0, O), <1> being the 

maximum 1ikelihood estimate of <1>, whereas the Wald test, 

is a norrned version of the difference (the horizontal distance) between <1> and O. 

We should also note that, in cases where i<j) <j) is singular, the tests can still be applied 

with an appropriate choice of a generalized inverse of i<j)<!>. See Hadi and WelIs (1990, 

1991) for details. 

Example 4.6. Linear Regression. Consider the usual linear regression model 

Y=X~+E, (4.7) 

where Y is an n x 1 vector of a response variable. X is n x k matrix of predictors with 

rank k < n, ~ is a k x 1 vector of parameters, and E is an n x 1 vector of random 

disturbances which are usually assumed to be independently and identicalIy distributed as 

N(O, cr2). 

Several statistics are usualIy of interest here, for example, the estimated parameter 

vector, E, the vector of fitted values Y = xE, the fitted value at the point Xi, 5'¡ = xl E, the 

residual mean square. (jl, etc. We wish to assess the infl uence of an observation z¡ = 
(xl, y¡? on these statistics. Here we consider only the fitted value at the point Xi, y¡ = 

/'-

xl' ~ because it leads to a simple diagnostic tool, but similar calculations can be performed 

for the other statistics. 

We now examine the effects of z¡ on the sampling distribution of 5"i' Let P r(M cp) = 

F(</» be the sampling distribution of y¡ with a weight of 1 - </> assigned to a perturbation 

at z¡. As in Example 4.3, we use the Frechet distance to measure the difference between 

F(</» and F(O), the sampling distributions of S¡ in the perturbed and in the unperturbed 

cases, respectively. In particular. this means that F(1) is the sampling distribution of 5'¡ 
when the observation z¡ has been removed from the data set. Let ei = Y¡ - xl~o, p¡¡ = 

x;(XTX)-IX¡,p(x¡, </» = xl'(XTX-</>x¡xn- 1X¡, and cr~ = (1 - </»crO+ </>er. After 

sorne algebra, one can show that 

(4.8) 

and 
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p(x¡,l/J)= p¡¡ 
1- </JPii 

(4.9) 

Then, under normality assumption, 

(4.10) 

Hence, 

F(O) = N(xT~o,(j&v(X¡, O)). (4.11) 

These are univariate distributions. Thus, letting G = F(l/J) and H = F(O), (4.4) becomes 

j[ ]
2 [ p" (1 _ m) (j2 + me2 ]2 )1/2 dJpe· II '1' O '1' ¡ r:-::;r 

= II I + \, -!..-_-----=- - -V Pií (jO ' 
l-l/J(1-pú) ¡ ]-l/JPú 

From (2.2) and (4.12) it follows that 

SF(M, S'¡, P) = lim ~ d(F(l/J), nO)) 
q¡-.O(jJ 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

Ir should be noted here that the measure in (4.] 3) captures both the change in the fitted value 

itself as well as the change in its variance. An estimate of SF(M, S'¡, P) in (4.13) can be 

obtained when the pa.rameters are replaced by appropriate sample values. 

Example 4.7. The Effect of ml Additiollal Regressor. Sllppose M O is a linear 

regression model as defined in (4.7). Sllppose also that M <p' is equal to M O except for 

(4.7) which is replaced by 

Y=x~ +l/JZ+E, (4.14) 

where l/J is an additional regression parameter and z is an n x vector containing the 

values of an additional regressor variable. 

Let e = (~T, (j2, l/J)T and suppose the goodness-of-fit is measured by the log 

likelihood value, i. e., P1{M <p) is taken to be 

sup I(~T, (j2, l/J) = lcE<p, ~, l/J), 
~,(j2 
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which is the largest value of the log likelihood function under the model M €P' lfJ being 

fixed, and EcP and ~ are the maximum likelihood estimates of ~ and (J2 under M cP' In 

this case, the sensitivity function can be written as 

An application of the chain rule yields 

where 

RT" :'1 RT" :'1 ') U (j 2 (fJ ' (J-, lfJ) = 01 (fJ ' (J-, lfJ) / u (J-, an d 

are the efficient scores. By definition, U .B/~\ 0-6' O) = U (j2(~T. 0-6, O) = o, so that 

~ 

where e = Y - x~o is the residual vector obtained from fitting model (4.7). By noting that 

n&6 = eTe it follows that SF = n (eTe)-leTz, which is recognized as the estimated 

regression coefficient when the additional variable z is regressed on the residuals from the 

model MO' 

Forthis model we have icPcP=(ZTz-zTX(XTX)-lXTZ)/(J6 =uTu/(J6, where u is 

the residual vector obtained when z is regressed on X. Thus, estimating (J6 by 0-6, an 

estimate of the proposed norm of SF is 

(4.15) 

which is recognized as the score test for testing the hypothesis Ho: lfJ = O. We, therefore, 

conclude that V has an asymptotic X2 distribution with one degree of freedom under HO' 

A special case of (4.15) is the mean-shift outlier model, in which z is the ith unit 

vector (i. e., the ith observation has a different intercept from the remaining observations). 

For this model we find that SF = e¡ /a~ and icPcP=(l - p¡¡) / 06, where p¡¡ is the ith 

diagonal element in the projection matrix P = X(XTX)-l xT. Therefore, V in (4.15) 

reduces to rl = el/ a5 (1 - Pij), which is the squared internalIy studentized residual. Thus 
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diagnostics based on residuals point out that either the observation is an outlier or the null 

model is unsuitable. or both. In other words, diagnostics based on the residuals alone may 

identify wrong observations rather than wrong models, see also Schwarzmann (1991). 

Therefore, only funher investigations and more knowledge about the subject matter can 

indicate the proper alternative. 

5. Surnrnary and Conclusions. 

Since statistical models are simplification of reality, they are almost always wrong. A 

careful statistical analysis must take this fact into account. Therefore, statistical analysis 

should be viewed as an iterative process; a process which takes inputs and produces outputs 

in an iterative or cyclical way. Before reaching a final conclusions, the outputs at a given 

cycle is used to criticise and possibly ratify the inputs. This iterative process is discussed in 

section 2 and schematically shown in Figure 2. The sensitivity function is introduced in 

Section 3 as a general framework for assessing the sensitivity of the outputs to small 

changes in the input at a given cycle in the statistical process. Several examples from 

various areas in statistics illustrating the general applicability of the sensitivity function is 

given in Section 4. Some of these applications lead to known statistical techniques, for 

example, the influence function and the score test: while other applications can produce new 

ones, e.g., (4.6) and (4.13). 
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